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Abstract 
 

Recent advancements in broadband wireless communication technologies enable mobile users 

to receive video streaming services with various smart devices. The long term evolution (LTE) 

network provides high bandwidth and low latency for several emerging mobile applications. 

This paper proposes the buffer aware scheduling (BAS) approach to schedule the downlink 

video traffic in LTE network. The proposed BAS scheme applies the weighting function to 

heuristically adjust the scheduling priority by considering the buffer status and channel 

condition of UE so as to reduce the time that UE stays in the connected state without receiving 

data. Both of 1080P and 2160P resolution video streaming sources were applied for exhaustive 

simulations to examine the performance of the proposed scheme by comparing to that of the 

fair bandwidth (FB) and the best channel quality indicator (CQI) schemes. The simulation 

results indicate that the proposed BAS scheme not only achieves better performance in power 

saving, streaming delivery time, and throughput than the FB scheme while maintaining the 

similar performance as the best CQI scheme in light traffic load. Specifically, the proposed 

scheme reduces streaming delivery time and generates less signaling overhead than the best 

CQI scheme when the traffic load is heavy. 
 

 

Keywords: LTE, resource allocation, scheduling 
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1. Introduction 

Broadband wireless communication has created a convenient environment in which people 

can ubiquitously access to the Internet and has facilitated the deployment of several novel 

mobile services. New applications, such as social network services, high definition video, and 

Internet of Things (IoT), are developed to satisfy emerging demands of daily life. In [1] and [2], 

Ericsson and Cisco estimated the video service is the fastest growing mobile data traffic and it 

is expected that over 50% of mobile data traffic will come from video service by 2019. The 

video service requires high bandwidth and severe quality demand; therefore, the radio 

resource allocation plays an important role for the service deployment in crowded 

environment [3]. In addition to the effective resource allocation, due to the limited power of 

mobile device, efficient power management is critical toward the successful service. 

To facilitate high-speed and convenient wireless communication, the long term evolution 

(LTE) technology, which is evolved from Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

(UMTS), has been proposed to support high bandwidth for mobile novel services [4, 5].In the 

LTE network, the Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) scheme is applied to effectively 

use the spectrum of diverse channel conditions of user equipment (UE). Thus, a high level of 

the Modulation-and-Coding Scheme (MCS) is adopted to achieve high bandwidth if the 

channel condition is acceptable. Due to the distance increases, MCS index and throughput will 

also decrease. Moreover, the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) 

technique is used for downlink transmission and thus improves system capacity. The evolved 

Node B (eNB), i.e., the base station, is responsible to deliver data to UEs and to schedule the 

radio resource for the uplink data transmission of UEs.  

UEs consume more transmission power to gain higher data rates in the LTE network than 

in Wi-Fi and 3G [6] under the same channel condition. To save power, the specification allows 

UE to release the data path and transit to idle state if it does not need to transmit or receive data. 

Although the Discontinuous Reception (DRX) mechanism [5] can also provide power saving 

in the connected state, it only turns off the radio receiver and the other components still 

consume power. Thus entering idle mode is much more efficient to save power when 

compared to the DRX mechanism. As a result, eNB had better let UE transition to idle state if 

there is no data for the UE or eNB has no sufficient radio resource to allocate. And from the 

video streaming service satisfaction perspective, UE does not need receive video frames from 

eNB in hurry if the stock of video data in its local buffer is sufficient to play. Thus UE may 

also enter idle state to save power while playing video streaming and transition to connected 

state if it is going to exhaust its local backlog. However, frequent switching between the 

connected and idle states causes substantial radio resource control (RRC) related signaling 

overhead on the control plane. Such a high amount of RRC related signaling can affect eNB 

and core network directly in real operator environment [7, 8]. Additionally, if without proper 

arrangement, it may introduce wasting energy, and high latency when UE is resumed 

connected state from the idle state frequently. Thus the tradeoff among power saving and 

signaling overhead is a quite complex issue to achieve effective scheduling. 

The available bandwidth for individual users in LTE networks is limited compared to the 

throughput demand of high-quality video streaming [19-21]. Due to limitation of spectrum 

resources, network component capability, and battery lifetime, how to balance resource 

scheduling, power consumption and user experience will become more challenging. The ideal 

scheduler is designed to carefully arrange limited radio resource to maximize the spectrum 
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efficiency so that the signaling overhead and power consumption of UE can be minimized 

while the quality of user experience can be maintained. In this paper, the buffer aware 

scheduling (BAS) scheme is proposed based on considering buffer and channel condition of 

UE. This study was conducted to investigate the performance of the scheduler when the DRX 

mechanism is disabled. Both 1080P and 2160P video streaming were adopted for 

experimentation and comparison. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 presents the background and related works. In Section 3, the BAS scheme is illustrated. In 

Section 4, experimental results, analysis, and discussions are provided. The conclusions are 

drawn and suggestions for future research are provided in the last section. 

2. Background and Related Work 

With recent developments in wireless communications technology and popularity of smart 

devices, people require high speed and low latency wireless communication systems to 

connect to the Internet any time and location. To achieve this objective, the LTE network was 

proposed and specified by the 3GPP. The LTE is backwards-compatible with the UMTS and 

uses an architecture based on using pure packet switching to handle all types of applications. 

The packet switch based architecture provides the flexibility in arranging radio resource when 

compared to the circuit switch based approach. LTE comprises Evolved Universal Terrestrial 

Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN), Evolved Packet Core (EPC), and relevant system 

interfaces with other communication networks. E-UTRAN is the radio-accessing part of the 

LTE system, and UE accesses the LTE core network through the air interface, named as 

LTE-Uu. The EPC network includes the Mobility Management Entity (MME), the Home 

Subscriber Server, the Serving Gateway (S-GW), and a Packet Data Network Gateway. 

E-UTRAN accesses the MME and S-GW through the S1-MME and S1-U interfaces, 

respectively. The OFDMA is applied for downlink transmission in LTE and provides the 

advantages of flexible subcarrier allocation and adaptive modulation with respect to changing 

channel conditions. In LTE network, ten 1-ms subframes compose one 10 ms frame to convey 

information. Although the Resource Element (RE) is the smallest transmission unit in LTE, 

the basic unit of resource allocation is either the Resource Block (RB) or the Resource Block 

Group (RBG), which are group of subcarriers. The LTE Downlink resource grid and LTE 

system features three types of resource allocation [9, 10, 11], named as group resource blocks 

based allocation, physical resource block based allocation, and virtual resource block based 

allocation. As the radio resource can be flexibly allocated, eNB could schedule the radio 

resource to the UEs that starve for the resource to meet their demand first and postpone the 

requirements of other UEs that are not badly in need of resource. In addition to the desired 

quality of services for each UE, eNB usually needs to consider the changeable channel 

condition during resource allocation so as to maximize system throughput and achieve fair 

treatment among UEs.  

In LTE, the UE has only two RRC states (i.e., RRC_Idle and RRC_Connected), which is 

simpler than the UMTS system has five RRC states [12]. To save power, UE can generally 

switch between RRC_Connected and RRC_Idle states. And RRC_Connected state can be 

further subdivided into continuous reception and discontinuous reception/transmission (DRX) 

modes as shown in Fig. 1. There are two inactivity timers, named as Ti and Ttail, to enable UE 

to transition to DRX mode and RRC_Idle state, respectively, when it does not received any 

data during the timer period. In DRX mode, the long cycle is designed for UE to lengthen its 

sleep period if it has not received data in the short cycle for a specific time period, i.e., the 

timer Tis. Basically, when UE is in DRX mode, the established data path is kept and therefore, 
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it spends less latency to recover from DRX mode to transmit or receive data. However, it still 

consumes more power when compared to the UE that is in RRC_Idle state. In addition, the 

duration of DRX is usually much shorter than the RRC_Idle state and the efficiency of saving 

power is not significant due to higher frequency of switching between continuous reception 

mode and DRX mode [6]. Hence this paper focuses on the power management of UE in 

switching between RRC_Connected and RRC_Idle states. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Operations of RRC_Connected and RRC_Idle States 

 

When the UE is in RRC_Idle state, it needs to spend time to execute Random Access 

Procedure and adopt RRC related signaling to seizure eNB via LTE-Uu interface to establish 

data path. The eNB needs to respond with S1 Application Protocol (S1AP) related signaling to 

MME via S1-MME interface to allow UE to transition the RRC_Connected state [12, 13].  Fig. 

2 illustrates the numbers of control messages required for RRC connection establishment and 

release between RRC_Connected state and RRC_Idle state. The RRC related signaling 

messages include RRC connection and security mode command.  The RRC_Connected state 

offers continuous data reception capacity to reduce latency at the expense of more power 

consumption, while the RRC_Idle state is the other way round. Although it is a contradiction 

issue, eNB shall properly schedule the radio resource to achieve better tradeoff under the QoS 

consideration. 

 
Fig. 2. Operations of RRC_Connected and RRC_Idle States 
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Numerous methods have been proposed to improve either power saving or scheduling 

efficiency. In [14], the researchers described a novel cross layer optimized mechanism, which 

enhanced eNB architecture to determine DRX operation during video streaming. The 

proportional fair scheduler at the upper and lower levels for downlink traffic was proposed by 

adopting the discrete-time linear control theory [15]. The new resource allocation scheme for 

RT video streaming traffic in downlink LTE by using downlink SNR values, average 

throughput, packet delay and buffer information was proposed. The resource allocation 

scheme for downlink video streaming traffic by using Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) values was 

proposed in [16]. And the authors mentioned that, according to the simulation results, their 

scheme outperforms opportunistic technique. The authors in [17], the investigators presented a 

Quality of Service (QoS) aware scheduling algorithm, which jointly considered not only the 

system throughput, application QoS, but also fairness, for wireless real-time video delivery in 

multiple users’ environment. In [18], a Quality of Experience aware radio resource 

management framework was proposed to allow the operator to enhance the video capacity. 

However, most of the previous studies have focused on either power saving or QoS scheduling 

management, few studies have investigated the effectiveness of the scheduler in power saving, 

signaling overhead, streaming delivery time and throughput. The main objective of the 

proposed BAS scheme is to improve the performance of the video streaming service with 

different resolutions in heavy traffic loading. 

3. The Proposed Buffer Aware Scheduling Scheme 

To investigate the power cost caused by switching between RRC_Connected and RRC_Idle 

states in LTE network, the power consumption model was provided in Fig. 3 for analysis. The 

power consumptions of each state as well as the state transitions are also provided accordingly 

[6]. UE can only be allocated with radio resource when it is in RRC_Connected state. The 

figure shows that UE in RRC_Connected state, even without data reception (i.e., DRX mode), 

consumes much more power than in RRC_Idle state. Moreover, the power consumptions of 

each state and the state transition are specified. 
 

 
Fig. 3. The State Transitions of UE with Power Consumptions 

From the throughput perspective, scheduler needs to maximize the spectrum efficiency. In 

terms of spectrum efficiency, OFDMA can be characterized as a type of elastic bandwidth. 

The total bandwidth of OFDMA system is determined by the MCS level, which is, in turn, 

determined by the channel condition between eNB and the UE. Hence, the higher levels of the 

MCS are allocated to the connected UEs, who have better channel condition, to achieve higher 
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throughput. From the power saving perspective, the proper approach is to let UE receive as 

much data as possible to fill its buffer as soon as possible when UE is in RRC_Connected state 

so that UE can transition to RRC_Idle state with enough backlog to play. As mentioned in 

Section 2, the RRC inactivity timer is designed to serve as the entrance that allows UE to 

transition from connected state to RRC_Idle state. The UE wastes power during the inactivity 

timer countdown period if no radio resource is allocated. Consequently, shorting UE in 

RRC_Connected state without receiving data can achieve high power-saving efficiency. From 

the user experience perspective, the video stream shall continuously be played without 

interruption. Thus, UE needs to play the backlog video frames in the UE buffer periodically 

regardless of which state. As UE is going to exhaust its backlog in RRC_Connected state, the 

scheduler allocates radio resource to the UE. By contrast, while UE is going to exhaust its 

backlog in RRC_Idle state, the UE needs to wait for the paging cycle to request for the 

connection to eNB. Then UE can transition to RRC_Connected state to be allocated with radio 

resource for receiving video data. However, the radio resource is limited and it is meaningless 

to let too many UEs to stay in the RRC_Connected state. For the extreme case, the number of 

RRC_Connected UEs had better not exceed the number of RBG in one frame because RBG is 

the basic radio resource allocation unit. Therefore, the proposed BAS scheme considers the 

number of UEs in RRC_Connected state to determine whether it is suitable to allow the 

transition of UE from RRC_Idle state to RRC_Connected state. From the signaling 

perspective, frequent state transitions introduce massive RRC and S1-AP related signaling 

messages, to reduce the state transitions can also minimize the control plan overhead.  

Normally, the resource is scheduled according to the priorities of UEs. In this paper, in 

addition to the channel quality of each UE, the proposed BAS scheme determine the priority 

by referring to the estimated backlog for playing in the UE buffer. The purpose behind the 

proposed BAS scheme is to schedule data in burst manner so as to reduce the frequency of 

state transition in streaming video traffic. The following notions are considered for scheduling 

priority in the proposed BAS scheme: 

1. For RRC_Connected state UE, which has better channel condition (i.e., higher MCS 

levels), then has higher priority to be scheduled with data to achieve high system 

throughput. 

2. For RRC_Connected state UE, whose backlog is going to be exhausted, has higher priority 

to be scheduled with data to reduce streaming delivery time and enhance user experience. 

3. For RRC_Connected state UE, whose buffer is going to be full, is preferred to be 

scheduled with data so as to transition to RRC_Idle state as soon as possible for power 

saving; 

4. For RRC_Idle state UE (in either state), who is going to exhaust its backlog, has higher 

priority to transit to RRC_Connected state for scheduling and will be  constrained by the 

number of allowable UE in connected state to avoid too many UEs contending the limited 

radio resource, cause power wasting and signaling overhead.  

In the proposed BAS scheme, eNB allocates RBG to UE according to the reported channel 

quality and estimated backlog video data in each UE.  And, according to the above notions, the 

connected UE, whose buffer is going to be full or to be exhausted, will be given higher priority. 

The weighting function jiW ,  is heuristically designed in equation (1) to represent the 

preference of assigning RBG j to UEi. A higher weighting value means the higher scheduling 

priority. 

      

      
                                    

      
                                        

      
                                

                                 (1) 
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where iB , lB , 
hB  and MaxB are the estimated buffer length (or the backlog) of UEi, the  low 

buffer length threshold, high buffer length threshold and maximum buffer length of UE, 

respectively. The jiM ,  is the MCS level of UEi on the j-th RBG. The parameters n denotes the 

impact degrees of channel condition. The parameter )(ilX  in the equation (1) is applied to 

increase the UE’s weight when the buffer length of UE is close to empty as stated in above 

notion 2. And the parameter )(ihX   can increase the UE’s weighting when the buffer of UE is 

going to be full and let UE transition to the RRC_Idle state as stated in above notion 3.  These 

additional factors were proposed in equations (2) and (3), respectively.  
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where l and 
h   are the initial values to determine the weighting value; l  and h are the 

proportionality factors.  The weighting function is illustrated in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. Representation of Additional Weighting and Buffer Size 

 

As shown in Fig. 3, UE will waste power if it is in RRC_Connected state, however, without 

data reception and promoting to RRC_Connected state. In the forward strategy, an attempt is 

made to increase the scheduling priority of a data packet that has a low weighting value, 

according to equation (1), by aggregating the packet with the current transmission packet, so 

that UE transitions to RRC_Idle state as soon as possible. Fig. 5 presents an example in which 

Packets P1 and P2 will be scheduled to be transmitted to a specific UE. If the UE has been in 

the RRC_Connected state and its buffer is almost full, then, according to equation (3), this UE 

may get higher scheduling priority for P2 due to the higher value of iB   and then UE can 

transition to RRC_Idle state for power saving after receiving P1 and P2. This approach can 

decrease the period with which a UE stays the RRC_Connected state and thereby lengthen the 

RRC_Idle state period relative to that attained using the original approach. It is noted that the 

number of state transitions is three for the original scheduling; however, it is only one when 

applying the proposed approach. 
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Fig. 5. Buffer Aware Scheduling – Forward Packet Concept 

 

The backward strategy is based on the idea that eNB may postpone the scheduling of a data 

packet that is going to be scheduled according to original assigned priority; so that the UE can 

stay the RRC_Idle state if the backlog video of UE is enough to play. Fig. 6 compares the 

original scheduling and the backward strategy applied by the proposed BAS scheme. The 

example in Fig. 6 shows that the scheduling of Packet P2 is postponed because the local buffer 

of the UE is enough to play; eNB allows the UE to stay the RRC_Idle state and aggregates P2 

and P3 to transmit them in burst. Thus, using the backward approach, the power saving period 

is longer than that attained using the original approach. 

 
Fig. 6. Buffer Aware Scheduling –Packet Backward Concept 
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It is inappropriate to let too many UEs in the RRC_Connected state to contend limited radio 

resource and cause signaling overhead. For example, the number of UE in connected state 

shall not exceed the number of RBG. To avoid too many UEs contending the limited radio 

resources, the proposed BAS scheme estimates the allowable maximum number of UE in 

RRC_Connected state, denoted as  , by considering the maximum capacity of each frame 

bwf  ,the maximum allocated bandwidth for one UE in previous LTE frame bwUE , the 

consumed video data (i.e., video playing) of the UE in one LTE frame bwC and the number of 

RBG in one frame  
nR , as shown in equation (4).  The proposed BAS scheme estimates the 

value of   as follows.  







 n

bw

bw

bw

bw R
C

f
UE

f
,,min                                                               (4) 

The proposed BAS algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig. 7. The Proposed BAS Algorithm 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis  

To investigate the performance of the proposed approach, exhaustive simulations were 

performed, with the focus being on analyzing the power consumption, signaling overhead, 

streaming delivery time and throughput per UE. The simulation environment included one 

eNB, which provided a channel bandwidth of 10 MHz and several UEs. The International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) Veh-A channel model was applied for each UE and six MCS 

levels were adopted according to the condition. Table 1 specifies the parameters used in the 

simulation. 
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Table 1. Parameters of Simulation Environment 

Parameters Content 

Channel model ITU Veh-A 

Channel bandwidth LTE FDD 10MHz 

RB Number 50 

RBG size 3 

RBG Number 17 

CQI report interval 10ms 

Resource allocation type  Type 0 

Subcarrier per RB  12 

Subcarrier 15 KHz 

RRC Inactivity Timer 10ms 

Promotion delay 260ms 

Paging cycle  320ms 

MCS, Kbits/ RB per LTE frame QPSK 1/2, 1 

QPSK 3/4, 2.5 

16QAM 1/2, 4 

16QAM 3/4, 5 

64QAM 1/2, 6 

64QAM 3/4, 7.2  

 

1080P and 2160P resolutions video traffic models with H.265 were applied in the simulations. 

The average data rates of 1080P and 2160P video traffics were 1.65 Mbps and 2.65 Mbps, 

respectively. And the local buffer size of each UE, max buffer length, low buffer length 

threshold and high buffer length threshold were assumed to be 3600Kbits, 3600Kbits, 

500Kbits and 3000Kbits, respectively. In addition to power consumption, the volume of RRC 

related signaling messages was measured and investigated in the simulations. The streaming 

delivery time indicates the user need spend and wait watching video streaming. The 

throughput per UE represents the average bandwidths that are allocated to UE. 

First, the 1080P resolutions video traffic simulation case was designed to examine the 

performances by varying the number of UE. The changes in the parameters of the proposed 

weighting functions were examined and the proposed BAS scheme was compared with two 

comparison schemes, named best CQI scheme and fair bandwidth (FB) scheme. The BAS 

scheme with three weighting-function parameters and the two comparison schemes are 

provided as follows: 

- The best CQI scheme: the UE with the good channel condition always receives the 

highest scheduling priority 

- FB scheme: eNB treat all UE in fair manner and maintain bandwidth balance between 

UEs 

- BAS (1,1,1,1): the proposed weighting function with n = 1, l =1, l =1, h  =1,  and  h  

=1 

- BAS (1,0.2,1,1): the proposed weighting function with n = 1, l = 1, l = 0.2, h  =1 , and 

h  =1 

- BAS (1,2,1,1): the proposed weighting function with n = 1, l =1, l = 2, h  =1 , and h  

=1 

Figs.  8, 9, 10, and 11 illustrate the average power consumed when 1 KB of data is transmitted, 

average signaling messages generated per UE in one second, average streaming delivery time 
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and average system throughput per UE, respectively. In Fig. 8, the average power 

consumptions are compared by setting distinct the number of UE. To figure out the power 

utilization, the average power consumption, Pavg , is calculated by equation (5). 

                            
 
                                                 (5) 

where Pi_idle  , Pi_connected  and N  are the power consumption  of UE in RRC_Idle state, 

power consumption  of UE in RRC_Connected state, according to Fig. 3, and the number of 

UE, respectively. As the proposed BAS scheme tends to increase the scheduling priority to 

deliver packet to UE when the buffer of UE is going to full by using the factor )(ihX , the power 

can be utilized more effectively. When the                  (i.e.,          ), the BAS scheme 

prefer UE to gain higher priority to be assigned with RBG for scheduling. Therefore, UE can 

transition to RRC_Idle state as soon as possible when its buffer is full and then its staying time 

in the idle state can also be lengthened and achieve power saving. The results indicate that 

when the number of UE is getting larger, the BAS (1,1,1,1) and BAS (1,0.2,1,1) can save more 

power than the FB schemes. By contrast, the BAS (1,2,1,1) tends to increase the scheduling 

priority to deliver packet to UE when the buffer of UE is going to be empty, therefore, power is 

used inefficiently, especially when the number of UE is more than 30. As mentioned above in 

equation 5, setting the higher value of h  leads UE to easily transition to RRC_Idle state for 

power saving when its buffer is almost full. And setting the higher value of l  makes UE to 

increase the scheduling priority when its buffer is almost empty, though UE is still in 

RRC_Connected state. The simulation results illustrate that the BAS (1,0.2,1,1) scheme, 

which has higher values of h  and lower value of l , consumes the least power among the 

proposed BAS schemes.  In addition, as the number of connected UE is restricted, the 

probability of UE being in connected state can get more bandwidth in the RRC_Connected 

state so that the possibility of UE to stay in the RRC_Connected state without data reception 

can be minimized.  

 
Fig. 8. Comparisons of average power consumption 
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As shown in Fig. 9, the volumes of average signaling messages are compared. The results 

show that the BAS (1,0.2,1,1) has almost the same signaling messages as best CQI scheme and 

higher average signaling messages than that of the other proposed BAS schemes and FB 

scheme when the number of UEs exceeds 20. The main reason is that the BAS (1,0.2,1,1) 

encourages eNB to fill the buffer of UE as soon as possible and easier and then let UE 

transition to RRC_Idle state. After a period of time, the UE needs to transition from RRC_Idle 

state to RRC_Connected state to download video packet. As the result of UEs transition RRC 

state frequently, it will generate more signaling messages, however, save more power. The 

other proposed BAS schemes and FB scheme tend to allow connected UEs to contend limited 

radio resource in the RRC_Connected for video download, and, therefore, generate less 

signaling messages.     

 

 
Fig. 9. Comparisons of average signaling message 

 

The proposed BAS schemes illustrate much shorter average streaming delivery time than that 

of the FB scheme in Fig. 10. The main reason is that the proposed BAS scheme cares the 

buffer length of UE and applies the factor )(ilX  to increase the scheduling possibility for UE 

when its local buffer is going to be exhausted. Consequently, the UE can be allocated with 

radio resource to download video data and achieve less streaming delivery time. Fig. 11 shows 

the comparison of average throughput per UE. The simulation results indicate that the 

proposed BAS schemes achieve higher system throughputs than that of the FB scheme and 

have almost the same throughputs as the best CQI scheme. Because the FB scheme only 

considers the fairness to achieve balance throughput at every scheduling moment, however, 

the UE, which needs to be allocated with radio resource for fairness at a specific scheduling 

instant, may be in poor channel condition, and, therefore, sacrifice the spectrum efficiency.  In 

the proposed BAS scheme, the designed weighting function considers the spectrum efficiency; 

therefore, it can schedule the radio resource to UEs at proper time moment.  
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Fig. 10. Comparisons of streaming delivery time 

 

 
Fig. 11. Comparisons of system throughput per UE 

 

Table 2 provides the normalized performance. The results show that the BAS (1,0.2,1,1) 

scheme and the best CQI scheme have almost the same performance. In order to further 

examine the performances of both schemes under heavy loading, the video source with 2160P 

resolution were applied for the same number of UEs and their comparisons are shown in Table 

3.   
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Table 2 Normalization performance compare for 1080P video with 40UEs 

1080P Video / UE=40 best CQI 

scheme 

BAS (1,0.2,1,1) 

scheme 

Normalized to the best 

CQI scheme 

BAS (1,0.2,1,1) 

Avg. Power Consumption 1.330354 1.297014 0.975 

Avg. Signaling message 1.4617 1.1727 0.802 

Avg.  Streaming delivery 

time 

1.923076923 2 1.04 

Avg. Throughput per UE 0.8557 0.8334 0.974 

 

It is hard to develop a perfect schedule algorithm to satisfy the above performance indexes, 

different indexes shall have different priorities for satisfaction during tradeoff. For example, 

the scheduler shall not save power at the expense of sacrificing the service quality. The results 

show that the proposed BAS scheme demonstrates much better performance than the best CQI 

scheme in signaling overhead while still achieve almost the same power consumption, 

streaming delivery time,  and throughput as the best CQI scheme. The main reason is that UE 

consumes much backlog to play 2160P video frames than that of 1080P and every UE needs 

more bandwidth to download video data from eNB. The proposed BAS scheme not only 

promotes UE, whose buffer is going to exhaust and has better channel condition, to higher 

scheduling priority to download data, but also restricts the number of UE to transition to 

RRC_Connected state when there is no sufficient radio resource to decrease the signaling 

overhead. The above restriction policy can effectively avoid UE contending limited radio 

resource. Therefore, UE needs not to frequently switch between states and the buffer 

underflow condition can be minimized as well.  

 
Table 3. Normalization performance compare for 2160P video with 40UEs 

2160P Video / UE=40 Best CQI 

scheme 

BAS 

(1,0.2,1,1) 

scheme 

Normalized to the best CQI 

scheme 

BAS (1,0.2,1,1) 

Avg. Power Consumption 1.242506 1.180451 0.95 

Avg. Signaling message 0.0298 0.0083 0.279 

Avg.  Streaming delivery time 15.55936 8.414453 0.541 

Avg. Throughput per UE 0.883172 0.916337 1.038 

 

As power usage, signaling overhead, streaming delivery time, and throughput are tradeoff and 

correlated to each other, a fair performance assessment PA is designed in equation (6) to 

compare both schemes.  

                                                                         (6) 

where TU is average throughput per UE, PC is average power consuming, SM is average 

signaling message, and ST is average streaming delivery time. It is noted that the results of the 

proposed BAS scheme are normalized to the best CQI scheme; PA of the best CQI scheme is 1. 

The performances of the proposed BAS scheme for both 1080P and 2160P resolution sources 

are illustrated in Fig. 12. The results indicate that when the UE number is larger than 20, the 

proposed scheme achieves much better performance than the best CQI scheme in applying the 

2160P resolution video traffic.  
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Fig. 12. Comparisons of performance assessment for 1080P and 2160P video 

5. Conclusion 

The power saving and throughput are critical but complex issues when the spectrum 

efficiency and QoS are considered for service deployment. In this paper, the BAS scheme is 

proposed for video streaming service to examine the power-saving efficiency, signaling 

overhead, streaming delivery time and throughput. The proposed BAS scheme determines the 

scheduling priority based on the channel condition and the buffer of UE to adapt the 

scheduling preference by the designed weighting function. The designed weighting function 

considers the state transitions of power consumption and applies the burst scheduling concept 

to aggregate packets in either forward or backward manner so as to reduce the state transition 

frequency and then to minimize power consumption. Furthermore, the proposed BAS scheme 

restricts the number of UE in RRC_Connected state to avoid the UE wasting power when there 

is no sufficient radio resource.  Thus the proposed BAS scheme can flexibly schedule radio 

resource to meet the critical performance, such as the streaming delivery time, through the 

heuristic weighting function in crucial resource condition. The simulation results show that the 

proposed scheme has better performance than FB scheme and achieves almost the similar 

performance as the best CQI scheme in light traffic load. When in heavy traffic load, the 

proposed BAS scheme can effectively reduce the signaling overhead and streaming delivery 

time when compared to the best CQI scheme. Due to delay-constrained video applications, the 

tradeoff between the power consumption and latency is a critical issue for service deployment 

[22]. The bandwidth requirements, user’s experience, and signaling overhead are different 

from service to service. The scheduler shall be designed to be more service aware to satisfy the 

demands of emerging mobile services and this is one of our ongoing research issues. 
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